Introduction {#Sec1}
============

We consider deterministic consensus algorithms in synchronous dynamic networks, where a potentially unknown number of processes that never fail[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} communicate via unacknowledged messages over unreliable point-to-point links. Consensus, which is a pivotal service in truly distributed applications, is the problem of computing a common decision value based on local input values of all the processes. An execution of a consensus algorithm in our system proceeds in a sequence of lock-step synchronous[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} rounds, where message loss is modelled using an omniscient message adversary that determines the directed *communication graph*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {G}}^r$$\end{document}$ for each round *r*. A directed edge $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(p \rightarrow q)$$\end{document}$ present in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {G}}^r$$\end{document}$ means that the message sent by *p* in round *r* is successfully received by *q* in the same round.

In most existing work in this area, e.g. \[[@CR1], [@CR11], [@CR22], [@CR23]\], the message adversary may choose each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {G}}^r$$\end{document}$ from the *same* set of admissible graphs arbitrarily in each round. For instance, the classic result from Santoro and Widmayer \[[@CR22]\] states that consensus is impossible if the adversary may suppress up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n-1$$\end{document}$ messages in every round. More recently, \[[@CR11]\] introduced an equivalence relation on the set of admissible communication graphs such that consensus is solvable if and only if for each equivalence class there is a common *source* (a node that has a directed path to every other node) in every graph. These (and similar) approaches characterize the solvability of consensus by means of properties of the *set* of admissible graphs.

We also explore the solvability/impossibility border of consensus, albeit under message adversaries that support *eventual stabilization* \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR24]\]: Here, the set of admissible choices for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {G}}^r$$\end{document}$ may change with evolving round numbers *r*. Rather than constraining the set of admissible graphs, we hence constrain admissible graph *sequences*. As it turns out, consensus can be solved for graph sequences where the *set* of graphs occurring in the sequence would render consensus impossible under a message adversary where only the set of admissible graphs for each round is restricted \[[@CR11], [@CR22]\].

Apart from being theoretically interesting, considering eventually stabilizing dynamic networks is also useful from a practical perspective: algorithms that work correctly under eventually stabilizing message adversaries are particularly suitable for systems that suffer from uncoordinated boot-up sequences or systems that must recover from massive transient faults: Network connectivity can be expected to improve over time here, e.g., due to improving clock synchronization quality. Since it is usually difficult to determine the time when such a system has reached normal operation mode, algorithms that terminate only after a reasonably stable period has been reached are obviously advantageous. Algorithms that work correctly under short-lived stable periods are particularly interesting, since they have higher coverage and terminate earlier in systems where longer stable periods occur only rarely or even not at all. Note that the occurrence of short-lived stability periods were confirmed experimentally in the case of a prototype wireless sensor network \[[@CR20]\].

Last but not least, stabilizing algorithms require less reliable and, in our case, not inherently bidirectional communication underneath, hence work with cheaper and/or more energy-efficient network communication interfaces. After all, guaranteeing reliable bidirectional communication links typically incurs significant costs and/or delays and might even be impossible in adverse environments. We hence conjecture that our findings may turn out useful for applications such as mobile ad-hoc networks \[[@CR15]\] with heavy interference or disaster-relief applications \[[@CR18]\].

In view of such applications, our core assumption of a synchronous system may appear somewhat unreasonable. However, it is not thanks to modern communication technology \[[@CR25]\]: As synchronized clocks are typically required for basic communication in wireless systems anyway, e.g., for transmission scheduling and sender/receiver synchronization, global synchrony is reasonably easy to achieve: It can be integrated directly at low system levels as in 802.11 MAC+PHY \[[@CR14]\], provided by GPS receivers, or implemented by means of network time synchronization protocols like IEEE 1588 or FTSP \[[@CR19]\].

*Main contributions and paper organization* In this paper, we thoroughly answer the question of the minimal stability required for solving consensus under eventual stabilizing message adversaries. After the introduction of our system model and our message adversaries in Sects. [2](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, respectively, we establish the following results:We provide a novel algorithm in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, along with its correctness proof, which solves consensus for a message adversary that generates graph sequences consisting of graphs that (i) are rooted, i.e., have exactly one root component (a strongly connected component without incoming edges from outside of the component), and (ii) contain a subsequence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x=D+1$$\end{document}$ consecutive graphs whose root component is formed by the same set of nodes ("stable root component"). Herein, the system parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D \leqslant n-1$$\end{document}$ is the dynamic network depth, i.e., the number of rounds required for all nodes in a stable root component to reach all nodes in the system. Thanks to (i), our algorithm is always safe in the sense that agreement is never violated; (ii) is only needed to ensure termination. Compared to all existing algorithms for message adversaries like \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR24]\], where the processes more or less wait for the stability window to occur, our algorithm employs new algorithmic techniques once a candidate stability window has been found: We show that by "waiting for contradictory evidence", the repeated information propagation from one process to the entire system is enough for everyone to reliably determine if the candidate window was just spurious and should be discarded, or if it has to be taken seriously, because someone is convinced that it was the guaranteed stability window.In previous work \[[@CR3], [@CR5]\], it has been shown that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x=D-1$$\end{document}$ is a lower bound for the stability interval for all consensus algorithms working under message adversaries that guarantee a stable root component to occur eventually, and that (a bound on) *D* must be known a priori.[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} In Sect. [4](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} of this paper, we improve the lower bound to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x=D$$\end{document}$, which reveals that the previous bound was not tight and that our algorithm is optimal. This result also shows that the mere propagation of an input value to every process during the stability window does not suffice to solve consensus in this setting.Some conclusions and directions of future work in Sect. [6](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} complete the paper.

Related work {#Sec2}
------------

Research on consensus in synchronous message passing systems subject to link failures dates back at least to the seminal paper \[[@CR22]\] by Santoro and Widmayer; generalizations have been provided in \[[@CR6], [@CR9]--[@CR11], [@CR23]\]. In all these papers, consensus, resp. variants thereof, are solved in systems where, in each round, a digraph is picked from a set of possible communication graphs. The term message adversary was coined by Afek and Gafni in \[[@CR1]\] for this abstraction.

A different approach for modeling dynamic networks has been proposed in \[[@CR16]\]: *T*-interval connectivity guarantees a common subgraph in the communication graphs of every *T* consecutive rounds. \[[@CR17]\] studies agreement problems in this setting. Note that solving consensus is relatively easy here, since the model assumes bidirectional and always connected communication graphs. In particular, 1-interval-connectivity, the weakest form of *T*-interval connectivity, corresponds to all nodes constituting a perpetually constant set of source nodes.

In both lines of research, there is no notion of eventually stabilizing behavior of dynamic networks. To the best of our knowledge, the first instance of a message adversary that guarantees eventual stable root components has been considered in \[[@CR3]\]: It assumed communication graphs with a non-empty set of sources and long-living periods of stability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x=4D+1$$\end{document}$. \[[@CR4]\] studies consensus under a message adversary with comparably long-lived stability, which gracefully degrades to general *k*-set agreement in case of unfavorable conditions. However, this message adversary must also guarantee a certain influence relation between subsequently existing partitions. \[[@CR24]\] established a characterization of uniform consensus solvability/impossibility for longer stability periods. In particular, it provides a consensus algorithm that works for stability periods of at least $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2D+1$$\end{document}$ but does not require graph sequences where all graphs are rooted. Note that the experimental evaluation of a wireless sensor network described in \[[@CR20]\] reveals that this assumption holds true, for a properly chosen value of *D* (in particular, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=4$$\end{document}$), with a coverage close to 100% both in an indoor and outdoor environment. Whereas one cannot obviously generalize from a single, non-systematic experimental evaluation, these findings nevertheless suggest that the basic assumption of an eventually vertex-stable root component is not unreasonable in practice.

Finally, \[[@CR21]\] used message adversaries that allow a notion of "eventually forever" to establish a relation to failure detectors. Although we do not consider this "extremal" case in this paper, which solely addresses short-lived stability, we note that interesting insights can be drawn from this relation \[[@CR5]\].

Finally, we note that our whole approach of designing algorithms tailored to a particular message adversary is in stark contrast to the approach advocated in \[[@CR21]\], which shows, among other insightful results, that the message adversary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {SOURCE}}+{\text {QUORUM}}$$\end{document}$ allows to simulate an asynchronous message passing system with process crashes augmented by the failure detector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\varSigma },{\varOmega })$$\end{document}$. A failure detector is an oracle that can be queried by all processes in order to gain some information on failures (traditionally process crashes) that could otherwise not be obtained. They have been introduced as an abstraction to capture precisely what additional power is necessary to solve consensus in a system where consensus is ordinarily impossible (see \[[@CR8]\] for a more thorough introduction). Since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\varSigma },{\varOmega })$$\end{document}$ is a weakest failure detector for consensus \[[@CR12]\], it is possible to use classic consensus algorithms on top of this simulation. Furthermore, as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varSigma }$$\end{document}$ is the weakest failure detector to simulate shared memory on top of wait-free asynchronous message passing \[[@CR12]\], even shared memory algorithms that rely on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varOmega }$$\end{document}$ could be employed.

In \[[@CR5], Sec. 8\], we hence investigated the potential of simulating $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\varSigma },{\varOmega })$$\end{document}$ on top of eventually stabilizing message adversaries, as this would allow us to employ such well-established consensus solutions instead of specifically tailored algorithms. Unfortunately, it turned out that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varSigma }$$\end{document}$ cannot be implemented atop many message adversaries under which consensus is solvable, including the one presented in this paper. Therefore, we concluded that, for this type of message adversaries, failure detector simulations are not a viable alternative to the approach taken here.

Model {#Sec3}
=====

We consider an ensemble of deterministic state machines, called *processes*, which communicate via message passing over unreliable point-to-point links. Processes have unique identifiers and are typically denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p, q, p', q',$$\end{document}$ etc. The operation proceeds in lock-step synchronous rounds $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r=1,2,3, \ldots $$\end{document}$ consisting of a phase of message exchange between the processes, which is followed by a phase of local computations. Similar to, e.g., \[[@CR17]\], we use the convention that all operations of round *r* take place strictly within time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r-1$$\end{document}$ and time *r*, which results in well-defined and stable states of all processes between the rounds: The *state* of a process at time *r* is its initial state (specifying the starting values for each variable) for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r=0$$\end{document}$, respectively the state at the end of its round-*r* computation (describing the content of all variables as well as the messages to be sent) for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r>0$$\end{document}$. The collection of the states of all processes at time *r* is called the *configuration*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C^r$$\end{document}$, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C^0$$\end{document}$ denoting the initial configuration.

A *dynamic graph* is a mapping of each round *r* to a directed graph[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {G}}^r= \langle {\varPi }, E^r \rangle $$\end{document}$, called the round-*r* communication graph. Each node of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varPi }$$\end{document}$ represents a process, and an edge $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({p}, {q})$$\end{document}$ in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {G}}^r$$\end{document}$ represents that the round-*r* message of *p* sent to *q* is received by *q* in the same round. Since every process *p* always successfully receives from itself, all graphs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {G}}^r$$\end{document}$ are reflexive, i.e., they contain an edge $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({p}, {p})$$\end{document}$ for every process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p \in {\varPi }$$\end{document}$. The *in-neighborhood* of *p* in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {G}}^r$$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\,\mathrm{In}\,}}_p({\mathcal {G}}^r) = \{ q \mid ({q}, {p}) \in {\mathcal {G}}^r)$$\end{document}$ hence represents the processes from which *p* may have received a message in round *r*. We stress that the vertex set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varPi }$$\end{document}$ of a given dynamic graph is fixed and only the set of edges may vary from round to round and assume that every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p \in {\varPi }$$\end{document}$ has a unique identifier from the set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$[1, |{\varPi } |]$$\end{document}$. We often identify a dynamic graph with an infinite sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ of consecutive communication graphs and denote its vertex set by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\varPi }_\sigma $$\end{document}$. When describing a continuous subsequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$, ranging from round *a* to round *b*, we denote this as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ' = ({\mathcal {G}}^{r})_{r = a}^{b}$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\sigma '| = b-a+1$$\end{document}$, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b=\infty $$\end{document}$ for infinite subsequences. We slightly overload notation and write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ' \subseteq \sigma $$\end{document}$ if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma '$$\end{document}$ is a continuous subsequence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ and write the concatenation of two successive subsequences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma '$$\end{document}$, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ''$$\end{document}$ as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ' \circ \sigma ''$$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$${{\textsf {MA}}}$$\end{document}$ that may suppress certain messages in an attempt to foil the collaboration of the processes is at the core of our model. Formally, it is a set of dynamic graphs, or, equivalently, communication graph sequences, which are called *admissible*. Sometimes it will be convenient to denote explicitly restrictions on the size of the vertex set of the dynamic graphs of a message adversary as the first index of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\textsf {MA}}}$$\end{document}$. For example, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\textsf {MA}}}_n$$\end{document}$ states that every dynamic graph of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\textsf {MA}}}_n$$\end{document}$ has a vertex set of size exactly *n*, while $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\textsf {MA}}}_{\leqslant n}$$\end{document}$ denotes that this size is at most *n*. Conceptually,[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} we assume that processes know a priori the specification of the message adversary, hence an algorithm that succeeds under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\textsf {MA}}}$$\end{document}$ must be able to cope with the size restrictions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\textsf {MA}}}$$\end{document}$. Since a message adversary is a set of dynamic graphs, we can compare different message adversaries via set inclusion.

We consider the *consensus problem*, where each process *p* starts with input value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Dynamic graph concepts {#Sec4}
----------------------

First, we introduce the pivotal notion of a *root componentR*, often called root for brevity, which denotes the vertex set of a strongly connected component of a graph where there is no edge from a process outside of *R* to a process in *R*.

### Definition 1 {#FPar1}
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It is easy to see that every graph has at least one root component. A graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conceptually, root components have already been employed for solving consensus a long time ago: The asynchronous consensus algorithm for initially dead processes introduced in the classic FLP paper \[[@CR13]\] relies on a suitably constructed initial clique, which is just a special case of a root component.

In order to model stability, we rely on root components that are present in every member of a (sub)sequence of communication graphs. We call such a root component the *stable root component* of a sequence and stress that, although the set of processes remains the same, the interconnection topology between the processes of the root component as well as the connection to the processes outside may vary arbitrarily from round to round.

### Definition 2 {#FPar2}
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We would like to clarify that while "rooted" describes a graph property, "$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to model information propagation in the network, we use a notion of *causal past*: Intuitively, a process *q* is in *p*'s causal past, denoted $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 3 {#FPar3}
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Fig. 1Communication graph sequences of Theorem [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A useful fact about the causal past is that in full-information protocols, where processes exchange their entire state history in every round, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Message adversaries {#Sec5}
===================

First, we introduce the adversary that adheres to *dynamic network depthD*, which gives a bound on the duration of the information propagation from a stable root component to the entire network. We showed in \[[@CR5], Cor. 1\] that always $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Impossibility results and lower bounds {#Sec6}
======================================
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Theorem 2 {#FPar10}
---------
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----
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Informally, the reason for the impossibility is that there are executions where, even with a stability phase of *D* rounds, there is a process that cannot precisely determine the root component of the stability window. This can be seen when considering the graphs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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-----
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-----
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==========================================================================

We now present our consensus algorithm for the message adversary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the detailed correctness proof is somewhat tedious, we first give an informal description of the algorithm where we provide references to the lemmas that correspond to our informal description.

*Overview* In essence, each process *p* that executes Algorithm 2 tries to solve consensus by approximating the current graph sequence and keeping track of the relevant partial states of the other processes. Most prominently, this includes their proposal value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D+1$$\end{document}$ rounds, it locks on to the maximum over the proposal values of the members of *R*. Subsequently, *p* waits if there is evidence refuting its observation. As soon as *p* finds such contradictory evidence, it clears its locked-on state. If, on the other hand, *p* does not find such evidence for a sufficiently long time, it decides on its proposal value. In order for the latter to be a safe decision, the algorithm has a mechanism that guarantees the following: As soon as a process *q* detects that there might have been a process *p* that is convinced it holds the correct proposal value, *q* adopts the proposal value of *p*. Crucially, *q* does not enter a locked-on state in this case. The main difficulties of this approach, apart from implementing the usual graph approximation and book-keeping mechanisms, are to ensure that (1) it cannot happen that distinct processes are simultaneously convinced of two different proposal values for too long, that (2) the significant information propagation delays, inherent in this setting, still guarantee a timely adaptation of the proposal of a convinced process in the entire system, while maintaining that (3) the stability period will eventually lead to the same decision at every process.

*Detailed description* The essential data structures that each process *p* maintains are the set of the (reduced) *past process states*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Before we continue with the logic of the main algorithm, we note a key insight about our system model: To some extent, by recording received messages, interpreting them as in-edges in a communication graph, and trying to flood the system with these records, processes can reliably detect root components! Algorithm 1 implements this in the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The very basic operation of Algorithm 2 is to find root components and "lock on" to them, by setting the lock round $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Correctness proof {#Sec8}
-----------------

We now prove the correctness of Algorithm 2 under an arbitrary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Algorithm 1: Supporting functions {#Sec9}

Before commencing with the proof that our algorithm satisfies the consensus specification, we show some essential properties of the supporting functions in Algorithm 1. As a preliminary, Lemma [2](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"} shows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Lemma 2 {#FPar16}
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#### Proof {#FPar17}
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#### Lemma 3 {#FPar18}
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#### Proof {#FPar19}
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#### Lemma 4 {#FPar20}
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#### Proof {#FPar21}
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#### Lemma 6 {#FPar24}
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We continue with lemmas about the remaining helper functions. We show how they use the "getter-functions" $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Algorithm 2: Main consensus algorithm {#Sec10}

We are now ready to formally prove that Algorithm 2 solves consensus. Throughout the remaining proofs, unless stated otherwise, all line numbers are w.r.t. Algorithm 2. We start with a formal argument for why an assignment $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following technical lemma is key for the proof of the agreement property of consensus. The crucial part (3) assures that if a sequence of at least $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With these preparations, we can now prove agreement, validity and termination of our consensus algorithm.
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#### Lemma 14 {#FPar41}
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The correctness of Algorithm 2 follows from Lemmas [13](#FPar39){ref-type="sec"}, [14](#FPar41){ref-type="sec"}, and [15](#FPar43){ref-type="sec"}:

#### Theorem 4 {#FPar45}

Algorithm 2 solves consensus under all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and open questions {#Sec11}
=============================

We provided tight upper and lower bounds for the solvability of consensus under message adversaries that guarantee a stable root component only eventually and only for a short period of time: We showed that consensus is solvable if and only if each graph has exactly one root component and, eventually, there is a period of at least $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Regarding solutions to uniform consensus, where the number of processes is unknown, Theorem [2](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} showed that uniform consensus is impossible if the duration of the stability period is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The aim of the paper was to answer the fundamental question of solvability of consensus in rooted dynamic networks with respect to the minimal duration of an eventually stabilizing root component. We answered this question by means of our impossibility results and Algorithm 2. While this shows that a stability period duration of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One aspect that therefore might warrant further study, is the dependence of Algorithm 2 on the knowledge of the system size. As we know, counting the number of processes is hopeless under a message adversary in general (there can always be an arbitrarily long outgoing chain from a process), yet knowledge of *n* alone is insufficient to solve consensus, as we have seen in Theorem [3](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"}. Still, Algorithm 2 shows that exact knowledge of *n* is not necessary under the message adversary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Another topic is related to the termination time of Algorithm 2. From the proof of Lemma [15](#FPar43){ref-type="sec"}, we can see that the algorithm terminates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Nevertheless, a crash of a process *p* in a round could easily be modelled by *p* sending no messages in a later round.

It assumes that all processes simultaneously broadcast a message at the beginning of a round, receive the messages from each other, and then simultaneously make a state transition at the end of the round, thereby proceeding to the next round. All these activities will be assumed to take place within the round, which results in well-defined and stable system states between rounds.

Whereas this may seem a somewhat unrealistic (though inevitable) restriction at first sight, it must be noted that *D* only needs to be guaranteed throughout the stability interval.
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As we will see in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} de facto the processes require only knowledge of some key parameters.

As we will see in the next section, consensus is possible under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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